Classtrak is a web application that helps students keep track of due dates and other important events for all of their classes and extra-curricular activities.

Classtrak makes scheduling a more efficient process by allowing individuals with common scheduling needs to collaborate (e.g. students in the same class)

Diffusing the responsibility of adding events and to-dos to the schedule lets Classtrak’s user base spend less time on tedious organizational tasks and more time on completing tasks and assignment.

Students users of Classtrak have the ability to post events and to-dos to personal lists or class lists. Class lists distribute posted events or to-dos to all students “enrolled” in the class. Students can edit and correct posts made to class lists that they enroll in.

Students who repeatedly post bad information either accidentally or intentionally can be rated and buried.

We implemented a prototype of Classtrak in PHP. It currently contains barebones functionality including collaboration.